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ABSTRACT

X-ray spectra of Cygnus YR-1 were measured with the scintillation spec-

trometer on board the OSO-8 :- •itei.litc during a period of one and one-half to

three weeks in each of the ycars from 1975 to 1977. Observations were made

when the source was both in a high state and in a low state. Typical spectra of

the source between 15 and 250 keV are presented. The spectra are well repre-

sented by a single power-law exp: ession whose photon number spectral index, a,

is different for the two intensity states: a typical spectruir. observed during the

high state has .x = 1.83 i 0.06 (X 2 11 + 1), while a typical spectrum observed

during the low state has a = 2.21 ± 0. 18. The observed pivoting effect is con-

sistent with two temperature accretion disk models of the X-ray emitting region.

No significant break in the spectrum occurs at energies up to 150 keV. The high

state as defined in the 3 to G keV bandwidth is found to be the higher lui»iuosity

state of the X-ray source. One transition from a low to a high state occurred

during our observations. The time of occurrence of this and other transitions
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is consistent with the hypothesis that all intensity transitions occur near peri-

astron of the binary system, and that such transitions are caused by c hiaigus in

the mass transfer rate between the primary and the accretion disk around the

secondary.
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HIGH ENERGY X-RAY SPECTRA OF CYGNUS XR-1

013SEIIVED FROM OSO-8

1. IN'T'RODUCTION

Cygnus XR-1 has been wi object of continuing Interest since its discovery by

Bowyer, et al., (1965). It is one of the strongest celestial X-ray sources ob-

served A the Earth, has a hard X-ray spectrum, and is variable at all X-ray

ener64cs. Furth.:r, the source is identified «0th the secondary in the binary

system whose primary is HDE 226868 (Webster and Murdin 1972; Tananbaum,

et al., 1972), and spectroscopic studies in the optical have led to models in which

the secondary can only be a black hole (cf. Bolton 1975). Observations of this

source above 20 keV would help to resolve the question of whether Lite shape and

temporal behavior of its spectrum are consistent with that expected from models

of the system which attribute the X-radiation to an accretion disk surrounding a

black hole secondary (cf. Shapiro, Lightmmui and Eardley 1976; Ear(llcy a.nd

Lightman 19 786). Knowledge of the source's variability at nigher energies would

al.;o increase our ability to determine the cause of the lung-term variability

present in its X-ray luminosity. For all of these reasons, C;yg XR-1 was con-

sidered worthy of extended study whenever accessible to observations with the

high-energy scintillatiot spectrometer on board the OSO-8 satellite.

A complete description of the instrument and its operating environment is

given by Dennis, et al., (1977). The spectrometer is located in the rotating
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Micel section of the satellite. The Csl(Na) scititillation spectrometer has it son-

sitive area of 27.5 cm 2 and is actively collimated with additional Csl shielding

which provides a circular field of view of 5. 1 full Mdth at half maximum (l WNM).

.ln associated 256 channel pulse height analyzer on the spacecraft together with a

choice of electronic gains available on commcutd from the „round allows the

wialysis of incident Spectra between photon energies of lU keV and 3 Me V. The

instrument is mounted with the axis of its field of view offset by 5° from the

(negative) spin axis of the rotating wheel. (nice every i0 s, the period of rotation

of the wheel, a source positioned 5' from the spin axis will pass through the

center of the field of view. The measured energy resolution (FWIINI/E) of tho

detector is 21'ir, at 662 ke V avid 43 (,, at 59.6 kc V.

Because of the pointing; requ,rements of the spacecraft, the spin axis is

constrained to precess around the sky once every year. The rusultwit geometry

.dlows the spacecraft to view the position of Cyb XR-1 for a nix-iinum duration

of approximately three weeks each year. The observations described here were

made during; the periods listed in Table I.

1I. OBSERVATIONS

The raw counting rates from the source were determined in the manner

described by Dolan, u t al. , (1977a). T7iese pulse height spectra were then re-

duced to the photon spectra incident at the detector by the matrix inversion tech-

nique described by Dolan (1972). The effect of the finite energy resolution of

2



Table I

Journal of Observations

1976

1977

Times and Binary Phases (0)

Nov. 11, 0230 UT - Nov. 19, O800 UT
(0 = .33) (0 = . 80)

Oct. 27, 2000 UT - Oc:, 31, 2245 UT
(0 = .15) (0 - .88)

Nov. 8, 0745 UT - Nov. 16, 0030 UT
(0 _ .20) (0 = .57)

Oct. 21, 1145 LIT - Oct. 31, 0015 UT
(0 = .20) (0 = .90)

Nov. 11, 0500 UT - Nov. 17, 0900 UT
(0 = .90) (0 = . 00j

Year

1975

the detector is removed by apodization; and then the effects of fluorescent escape

photons, detector quantum efficiency and absorption in overlying material are

removed by using the measured properties of the detector obtained during labor-

atory calibration. The data are analyzed in energy bins of bandM(Ith approxi-

mately one standard deviation (0.424 FW11M) of the energy resolution of the

detector. The effects of instrumental gain chwiges on the resultant spectra

(Dennis, e t La. , 1978) are not significant for sources as stung as Cyg XR-1.

During the observations described in this paper, bins lukcV Uide were used

between 13 :uid 123 keV, and bins 30 keV wide above 123 keV. After the complc-

tion of this reduction procedure, the resultant incident fluxes derived for adjacent

l

	 bins may be combined to produce an averagc intensity in a eider energy band-

width which is statistically more significant. The incident apectrum so derived

3



is then compared directly with the intensity predicted by any assumed source

mechanism to determine whether any sin ►ple set of spectral parameters is con-

sistent Mth the data.

The raw counting; rates observed in the band%%Idth 23 to 153 keV during the

times listed in 'fable I are shown in Figure 1. Data are grouped in intervals of

0. 55995 days, or a phase interval of one-tenth the period of the TIDE 226868

binary system (Bolton 1975). As can be seen by inspection, the apparent bright-

ness of the source in this energy band was significantly lower in 1975 th.ui in

1976 or 1977. Comparison with lower energy proportional counter data taken

simultaneously by Holt, et al., (1976, 1979) and Serlemitsos, et al., (quoted in

Dolwi, et al., 1976) reveals that Cyg; XR-1 was in a low state as defined at 3

to 6 keV during; all of our observations in 1976 and 1977. In using the terms

"hihh state" and "low state," we shall always refer to the intensity state as ob-

served at lower energies, 3 to 6 keV. A transition from a low to a High state

occurred on 1975 Nov. 16, simultancously with the drop in our 23 to 153 ke V

counting rate (Dolan, et al., 1977b). After that time, the source was in a high

state during our observations in 1975. Hence, we have observed Cyg XR-1 in

both its high intensity state and low intensity state, and have Also observed it

during one transition between states.

Typical spectra taken during the low intensity state are shown in Fig-Lire 2.

The obseri Qd spectra are well represented by a single power law of the form

4
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Fig'are 1. The raw counting rate, in counts s - 1 keV -1 , observed from Cyg
XR-1 in the bandwidth 23 to 153 keV. (A) Data taken in 1975. (13) DaW
taken in 1876. The two data sets are separated by a gal) of 8 days
(slightly over one binary period) during which time the spacecraft axis
was pointed at Cyb X11-1. (C) Data taken in 1977. Note that the two
data sets are separat.exd by a bag of 12 days (two binary periods) during;
which time spacecraft pointing; precluded observations with our
instrument.
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Figure 2. 1y,plcal spectra of Cyg \R-1 observed by 060-8 Own the source
mas in a low state as defined at lower energies. TIx; straight line in each
spectrum is the single power law expression which gives an acceptable
minimum )L = distribution about the observed intensities. The resulLuit
values of a, C .uui E for each spectrum, as defined in 1:4. (1) are JOven
in Table 11.

(A) Spectrum observed 1977 Nov. 13, 10:0 UT to Nov. 14, 0015 UT(o- 0.30 to 0.40).

(13) Spectrum observed 1977 clot. 22, 0115 UT to 1445 UT (p = 0.30 to 0.40).

(C) Spectrum observed 1976 Nov. 11, 11130 UT to Nov. 12, 0600 UT
(cI = 0.80 to 0.90).

(D) Spectrum observed 1976 Nov. 10, 0000 UT to 1330 UT (a = 0. 50 to 0.60).

(E) Spectrum observed 1975 Nov. 1 .1, 2000 UT to Nov. 15, 0930 UT
(0=0.00 to 0.10).
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t

dNjdI = ( i I., L„	 I1hotom cnt ' 2 --.-1  keV' t .	 (1)

Contours of equal \.' in (C, a ) parameter space are elliptical Mth etas approxi-

mately p. rallrl to the C and a axes when the ener gy is expressed in uiits of E,„

the weighted mcan energy of our total bandwidth. This implius that the uncer-

tainties in C and k are iudcpendcnt. Values of C, a and E„ for each spectrum

are given in Table 11. The statistical uncertainties quoted in Table 11 for each

spectral representation are 6tl`i, ( k nii„ + 2.30) confidence intervals derived from

the contours of equA \ ' in the two dimensional parameter space (Lampton, et al. ,

1976). Real variability is seen in the ;taii-day averages of the 23 to 1-53 k0V flux

%%-lien the source is in a low state (cf. Fig. 1), but these short-term fluctuations

'fable II

Power Law Represent^itions of Observed Spectra,

dNME C (E/Eo)-O photons cm-2 s- I keV'1

11gure ac C

(10- 3 photons cm- 2 s-t keV- 1 )
Eo

(keV)

2 (A) 1.83 ± 0.09 8.65 ± 0.57 32.5

2 (B) 1.89 t 0.13 7. 67 ± 0.72 34.3

2 (C) 1.88 '- 0.15 8.40 ; 0.73 29.6

2 (D) 1.85 ± 0.15 6.861 ± 0.58 34.2

2 (E) 1.87 ! 0.17 6.99 ± 0.53 25.8

3 2.21 ± 0.27 6.80 *- 0.97 23.8

8



do not correlate with any systematic %actutions in the spectral index, (w, of the

power law spectrum representing; the observations.

A typical spectrum taken when Cyg XR-1 was in a high state is showm in

Figure 3. The line represenling the power law which best represents the low

state speetrun ► shown in Figure 2(li) is also plotted in thie figure. It is apparent

that a high :Mate rorersponds to a lower intensity above 20keV than does a low

state. F urther, the change in intensity above 20 keV is accompanied by a change

in spectral index, a, in the sense that the low state corresponds to a harder

spectrum. The change in intensity in the two different bandwidths is consistent

with a spectrum whose shape is always a single power law but which seems to

pivot about a point between the two energy ranges (cf. also Tananbaum, et ail. ,

	

1972, Coe, Engel and Quenbi 1976; Matteson, et al. , AM). Front 	 observa-

tions of Coe, Engel and Quenby (1976), this pivot point occurs at approximately

7 keV.

if the spectrum in Figure 3 is taken as typical of the high state, and if this

spectrum extends unchamg ed to 0. 1 kc V (5'hapiro, lAghtmim and Eardley 1976;

Eardley and Lightnian 1976), then the luminosity of the source between 0.1 w ► d

150 keV is

150	 150

LX = 4a k	 F(A/(IE)dF = 47rR 2 C E"'	 1" 
(1 ""'.II
	

(2)
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Figure .3. *uctrum of Cyg XR-1 observed 1:1;.i Nov. 17, WOO l , to
1530 UT (0 = 0. •10 to 0. 50), when the soure, was in a high state.
The values of k, C and E0 of the po%Nur law which Lwst represents
they data are given in 'fable I1; the power law is shown in the figure as
the full line. The clashed lint: i,, the power law which best represc ilLs
the: low state: spectrum shown in Figure '?(U).
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Vaere It is the dlst.utce to the source. if we adopt 2.5 kpc as the value of It

(Margon, Mmyer and Some 1973), L x It h. 5 x 10 ,11 erg 8-1 in the high state. It

the spectrum of the source immediately before the tr:utsition, Figure 2(E), is

taken as typical of the low state, and if it likc%%Isc extA-mis uneh:u ►ged to lower

enert.*ics~, then L x o 3.3 x 10 37 erg is - ' in the low sLitc. The wgi, swt,^ is then

properly named: it is the higher I nninosity state of the systvns.

The intensity of each initividu:d spectrum we observed, measured over due

ations of ►► . 1 in the hinary pli.ise of the system, could be well represents-d by it

simple power law (Equation (11) in the energy range bs-tween 20 mid 200 ke V. The

intensity of some of the speedo we observed could Aso be well represented by a

double power law spectrum with m, increa--,c in spectral index at higher e. 'rgics

of U. 5 or larger. The break lWint lx-t%%ect> the two Dower laws typically L)cvurred

between 40 :ltd 125kek' for different spectra. since only about one-third of out-

spectra could be represented by a double power L ► w with a break in a this targe,

while all of out- spectra could be represented by a singe power law expression,

we believe that our data provides no independent s•vidence Aor the existence of a

br.-al, point, in the spectrum of CYg \It-1 below :m energy cf approximately

150 keV.

'.1'he tr.utsition we observed occurred on 1975 Nov. iti (cf. Vig. I (A)). I is

23 to 153keV LUui:ting rate decreased by appromm.itely 50'', with tlk' source rc-

maining at a significantly !:Aver counting rate after the transition t.hwi before it.

11



Boldt (1976) distinguishes between 'transitions' and 'transient events. I In tran-

sie:nt events, the .1 to 6 keV intensity fluctuates by a large amount from its pre-

vious value but returns to its original level Mthin a few binary periods; in tran-

sitions, the flux remains at its new level for many binary periods. Because of

the restriction oil tin: pointing requirements of the spacecraft, we cannot distin-

gruish between these two possibilities for the event of 1975 Nov. 16 with our data

alone. The continuing observations of Ilolt, et al. , (1976), however, clearly

reveal the event to liuve been a true transition.

Ili. DISCUSSION

The pivoting behavior discussed above which we observe around transitions

in Cyg XR-1 is consistent with neodels of the systee.e in which the X-ray emission

is produced in a two-temperature accretion (Usk surrounding the secondary com-

ponent of the binary system (Shapiro, I.fghtinan and Eardley 1976; Carclley .ued

Lightma.n 1976). In these models, the inner part of the accretion disk, ballooned

L11) by gas pressure, is geometrically thick but optic Aly thin to higher energy

X-rays. The high energy radiation, predicted to have a power law spectrum, Is

produced from the lower energy X-ray or ultraviolet photons by inverse Compton

scattering off the relativistic electrons in the inner region of the disk. The lower

energy photons being scattered originate in the cooler, outer portions of the disk.

Basically, an increase in the lower energy photon flux arriving at the inner region

of the clisk 'cools off' the electrons by causing them to undergo more inverse

Compton collisions. This results in a lower mean energy gained by the photons

S
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per scattering and hence a lower flux of high enerb*y photons. The anti-correlation

between the fluxes In the two energy r.u ►ges would then be observed as the s:une

type of pivoting of the spectrum which we observe in Cyb XR-1.

According to these two-temperature accretion disk models, the emergent

X-ray spectrum is a simple power law in forn ► , dependent upon sever:a reason-

able assumptions about the incident "soft" spectrum (Eardlcy an(] I.ightnuu ► 1976).

For energies greater than approximately 15o kcV *cause of relativisdc effects),

the emergent spectrum falls below the extrapolated power law, approxiin. ►ting a

decreasing exponential in form. This change in spectral form may occur at a

lower vtwr*, kT e , where T. Is the electron temperature in the scattering region

of the inner disk, if kTe is less than 150keV. The hard X-ray spectra we ob-

serve from C'yg XR-1 are well represented by the poN%ur-law form predicted by

this mode'.. our observations indicate no decrease in the observed fluxes below

that predicted by a single power law which best represents the data up t.c ► au ►

energy of approximately 150keV in either state. Stich a change to aul exponen-

tially decreasing spectiuni at 150 keV (cf. ltaylnes, et al. , 1968; Coe, Engle and

Quenby 1976; Coe 1976) would be consistent \%ith our highest energy data points,

however. observations with a detector providing spectral data at ci,ergics of

200 keV and above having better statisticA accuracy are required W determine

whether this transition between spectrad forms occurs. A lack of such a change

in spectral shape occurring before 200 keV Avoidd be a read discrepancy between

the two-temperature accretion disk models and the observations. Our

13
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observations by themselves reveal nothing about the origin or the nature of the

source of lower-energy photons required by the models.

Transitions in Cyg XR-1 are observed to occur at irregular intervals, but

s,3cm to occupy much the same duration, about one day, regardless of the di-

rcction	 the transition or the interval since the last transition (cf. the refcr-

ences cited In 'fable I11). A list of all observed traunsitions between intensity

states in the source is given in Table III. We note that not only the transition we

observed but also seven of the nine other reported transitions commence) near

periastron, which occurs at phase 0. 18 (Bolton 1975). The two reported evente

which did not commence near periastron (cf. Table III) are probalily not true

transitions as defined at the end of Section II, above.

It is reaso,iable to assume that transitions in the luminosity of Cyg XR-1 are

linked to variations in the mass transfer rate from the primary to the accretion

disk surround:i.f- the secondary. Alme and Wilson (1976) have proposed a model

of the syz tem in which ;natter is transferred primarily by radiation-driven density

waves generat9d in the atmosphere of the prianiry, which fills only about 85% of

the volume of its Roche Lobe. In such a model having the orbital eccentricity

(e = 0.06) (Bolton 1975) and period of the HDE; 226868 system, nearly all the

mass is transferred in an interval approximately 1 day long near periastron.

As pointed out by Alme and Wilson, the period between mass transfer 'pulses'

is not critically phase locked, and the period between pulses is small compared

14



Table III

Transitions in Cygnus \R-1

'1'r:ulsition
1^ln;ll'y Phase

at start Nutc Reference

1971 Mar, 30 high to low 0.69<0-	 1.57 Tana0mum. et a 1. , 1972

1975 Apr. 22 low to high 0.15 dolt, et al.,	 1976

1975 hl ay 3 low to high 0.0<0< 0.11 A Gursky, et al. , 1975

1975 May 9 high to low 0.17 Sanford. et al. , 1975

1975 June 2 low- to high 0.117 R she ffer, et al. , 1977

1975 Sept. 6-}, low• to high 0.5 ` 0 < 0.7 C llolt, et al. ,	 1976

1975 Oct. 29-30 low• to high 0.011 D Walker, et al., 1976

1975 Nov. 4-5 low to high C. 15 1) Grindlay, et al„ 1975;
Molt, et al. , 1976

1975 Nov. 16 low to high 0.15 Dolan, et at., 1976;
Holt, ct al., 1970

1976 Feb. 19 high to low 0.17 Kalu	 tenski,	 et al. ,	 19711;
Holt, et al. ,	 1976)

Notes:

A. May be a transient event rather • than a transition (cf. Holt, et al.. 1976).

11. Probably aot a transition: referred to in Sheffer, et al. , 1977 as an
emersion from a short intensity clip caused lry absorption in a gas stream
crossing the line of sight (cf. also Molt. et al. , 1976).

C. Probably not a transition but a temporary increase in the 3 to G keV
intensity of the lotr state (cf. Molt, et al. , 1976).

D. May be a connected -v rtes  of transient , vcnts (cf. dolt, et :it. , 1976).
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Lo the characteristic disk transfer Ume. Bence, variations in the X-ray emission

it this period %%ollld I)c ditficult to doo-ci it approximately the Kamc anio mat of matas

were transferred every pulse. if the primary suddenly and drastically changed

the :, count of matter it transferred per pulse, however, the disk might then be ex-

pected to show a changed luminosity commencing near periastron. A large in-

crease in mass transferred per pulse would increase the low energy photon flux

in the outer regions of the disk. The high energy flux would then follow in an anti-

correlated fashion, as discussed above. The difference between transitions and

transient events Would then be related to whether the mass transferred in suc-

ceeding pulses was maiutolned at its new value or returned to its previous level.

A sudden change in the amount of matter transferred per pulse may be re-

lated to the fundamental rotation properties of the free modes of oscillation of

the primary (Wolff :rid Kondo 197ti). According to the theory outlined by Wolff

(1974), the nondegencrate star is pulsating in a broad array of g-movies, global

in scale and lacking spherical symmetry. Under slow rotation and sufficient

non-linear coupling, the g-nodes can combine to forth a much smaller set of

nun-linear anodes grossly departing from azimuthal symmetry. As the main

antinodes of the non-linear modes rotate past each other, the oscillatory power

density at these locations is temporarily enhanced. An increased amount of

mass may be transferred whenever the main antinodes are effectively aligned

ccith the sub-secondary point on the surface of the primary. On the Sun, effective

alignments of g-modes typically last about one-half year IIN*olff 1976); for IIDL;

16



226 868, the time scale of efNetivu aignments may be shorter because of its more

rapid rotation. Because of the lart;L- number of g-modes excited in the primary

star, many different periods between successive effective alignments of different

sets of g-modes are possible, some operating over a tiniescale of years. Bence,

if this mechanism is the cause of luminosity variations in Cyg \R-1 by nneans of

occasionally enhancing the mass trcuisfer rate in the system, the periudicity in

such enhancements would be difficult to detect over Dui ubservational duration as

short as five years, especially since the mechwAsm requires the occurrence of

the aligned antinocies at a specific location on the stellar surface, the sub -

secondary point. Instead, transitions would appear to occur at random illLervals,

as they do in Table 111. If the effective alignment of certain main antinodes were

to last only one binary period or less at the sub-secondary point on the primary,

the increased mass trwisfer would exist for only one pulse at periastron and pro-

duce ai transient event rather than a transition.

Observations of Cyg XR-1 should be continued U-) see whether the correlation

of commencement time with phase near periastron is borne out in future trans-

itions wid whether any pattern appears in the tinges of occurrence of trwisitions

and transient events.

We that Kate Bauer for assistance in the cuialysis of the data, OSO Project

Scientist Roger J. Thomas for scheduling the observations of the source and the

personnel of Comtech, Inc., Edwin P. Cutler in particular, for their participation

in the reduction of the data.
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